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Madras School of Social Work (MSSW) established in 1952
is accredited by NAAC with “A” grade and affiliated with the
University of Madras. MSSW has grown from strength to
be among the top-ranked institutions in the country. It
offers courses in intersecting areas of Human Resources,
Psychology and Social Work from UG to PhD.

Madras School Of  Social Work

Kelsa Solutions is a 12-year old HR and OD consulting firm
that has worked with 240+ clients across multiple
geographies. Our goal is to help our client organizations
convert the potential of their people resources into
industry-leading performance by designing appropriate
talent systems, processes and policies. We believe that
every organization can build a culture excellence
recognizing that there are ‘No Shortcuts’ to creating
sustainable competitive advantage through people.

Kelsa Solutions

ABOUT US



MSSW and Kelsa are excited to welcome
admissions for the sixth batch of the one
year Post Graduate Diploma in Human
Resource Management (PGDHRM).

The program covers the entire gamut of
HRM to prepare line managers and HR
Professionals to design, implement and
improve people systems and processes. The
program provides, apart from academic
inputs, practical knowledge, experience and
diverse perspectives from industry experts.

THE COLLABORATION
ABOUT US



THE PROGRAM
ABOUT

• Real-world focus enabling 
immediate applicability in the 
workplace

• Post-Graduate Diploma 
awarded by one of India’s top-
ranked colleges

• Modular course structure 
focusing on all areas of HR & 
OD

• Faculty would be Senior 
Practicing HR Leaders

• Guest lecture sessions by 
industry experts for each 
course

• Placement counselling will be 
provided

• Participants would become 
MSSW alumni and can avail 
alumni benefits

WE OFFER
• We are conducting online 

classes twice a week between 
8.00pm to 10.00pm and on 
Saturdays from 9.30am to 
1.30pm. 

• Exams are conducted on 
Sundays. 

PEDAGOGY

• Working individuals aspiring to 
be HR professionals

• Managers desiring to improve 
their people leadership skills

• Small business owners or office 
managers who perform the HR 
function for their company

• HR practitioners who want to 
upgrade their knowledge on 
contemporary people practices

WHO CAN ENROLL

• The applicants should have a 
bachelor’s degree in any discipline 
from a recognized university with a 
minimum pass percentage of 50%

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

12
MONTHS

CONTEMPORARY CONCEPTS

APPLICABILTY IN 

WORKPLACES 

ACROSS INDUSTRY 

SECTORS

FULLY ONLINE CLASSES
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CORE COURSES OFFERED
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The course provides a detailed

analysis of individual and group

behaviour in organizations. It

revolves around providing holistic

understanding of how human

behaviour equips you to manage

organizations more effectively and

also increase the quality of

employee’s work life.

An examination of the roles of

communication networks and

strategies in managerial decision

making. Emphasis on the role of

communication skills in managing

change, organizational conflict

and corporate culture.

This course provides and in-depth

understanding of the various

issues that affect the designing of

effective organization structure.

This course would enable

participants to examine both

internal and external factors

pertaining to organization

structure and their impact.

This course is designed to educate

professionals on the relevant

aspects of Strategic Human

Resource Management. This

course will provide insight into

various models and structures

that are to be understood to guide

an organization strategically and

the specific role to be played by

HR in this field.
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CORE COURSES OFFERED
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

An overview of Strategic

Workforce Planning, covering

resource planning and allocation,

job evaluation and talent

acquisition processes.

This course provides a definitive

overview of the philosophy,

process detailing the key role that

performance management plays in

achieving organizational goals and

targets, communicating values,

monitoring performance and

maximizing individual

contribution.

In the context of global

competition, organizations are

committing more resources to

enable employees be on a

continuous learning journey

irrespective of their level in the

organization. The present course

is to provide in-depth

understanding of the concepts and

processes involved in designing

and implementing effective L&D

strategies in the organization.

This course examines various

components of Total Rewards,

designing and implementing a

rewards strategy that would

enable induction, motivation and

retention of talent, and internal /

external factors that influence the

rewards strategy.
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CORE COURSES OFFERED
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

This course is designed to educate

participants on all aspects of

labour legislation applicable to

various industry sectors –

manufacturing , IT, healthcare etc.

The course would also cover the

New Labour Codes. It is

imperative for all People

Managers to have adequate

knowledge of employment laws.

The Industrial Relations course

would enable participants

understand the context in and

process by which various

legislations have to be applied.

This course would also have case

studies to help participants

understand the impact of various

legislations on various aspects of

business other than HR.

The participants would learn

about factors influencing

employee experience and how

employee experience directly

impacts employee engagement

and productivity. This course

would also have sessions on how

to design, implement and sustain

an inclusive culture and the

impact of diversity & inclusion on

organizational performance.

The course is intended to make

participants understand basic

statistical techniques, data

collection/cleansing /storage

process, applicability of HR

analytics throughout the HR value

chain from manpower planning to

exit interviews.
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OUR ALUMNI 

BACKGROUND
Some of  the organizat ions f rom 

where working profess ionals  

have jo ined th is  course:



OUR LEADERSHIP

“It is a pleasure to welcome you to the

exhaustive and comprehensive PGDHRM

course. In these rapidly changing times

when established knowledge is being

challenged, this contextualized and

updated course will give you the right

tools to confidently march forward in

your career. With a cutting-edge

curriculum and expert faculty, this course

will offer you the right platform to get

ahead and reinvent your career. We look

forward to partnering with your growth.”

Dr. S. Raja Samuel
Principal, Madras School of Social Work

“It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this

program. Industry talked about a VUCA world in the

past. The recent Covid-19 pandemic has made us

realize that what we have experienced so far has only

been a small proportion of the challenges that face us

in the world of the 2020s. In this context, it is all the

more important to understand the basics of human

behaviour as well as how people work together in

teams, to enable successful outcomes for their

organizations. We have updated our course materials

to reflect the impact of this “2020s Normal” and we

are excited to invite ambitious working executives to

take advantage of this vehicle on your journey towards

excellence in people management.”

Mr. K. Sridhar
Managing Director, Kelsa Solutions



CONTACT US

• Visit mssw.ibossems.com/msswpghrm/ to apply 
• Selection process involves online test and a personal interaction via Zoom
• For the academic year 2022-2023, the fee will be INR 1,20,000/-
• Students can opt for 3 instalments of INR 70,000/-, 30,000/- & 30,000/-. The same 

needs to be paid at the beginning of each term
• 18% GST will be charged additionally

ADMISSION PROCESS

Last date to Apply
15 June, 2022

Course Start Date
01 July, 2022

IMPORTANT DATES

• Call us: +919841825253 / +919884021608
• Write to us: pgdhrm@mssw.in
• Web : www.mssw.in

CONTACT DETAILS


